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IS THE NEW F-TYPE
WORTHY OF ICON STATUS?

WORDS RICHARD WEBB

B

ritish design is in the
ascendant, claims Richard
Webb, as he contemplates
Jaguar’s first two-seater sports
car for 50 years.
Read stories about some really cool
cars and you’ll find the word “iconic”
scattered about like fairy dust in a Peter
Pan story. But what does iconic really
mean when applied to design? And is
Jaguar’s new F-Type potentially iconic?
Icons set benchmarks, are groundbreaking in terms of technology and
they improve on the past. The map of
the London Underground is a prime
example. Devised by Harry Beck in
1931, he designed the map based on an
electrical circuit board, with each line
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in a different colour and diamonds for
interchange stations.
The red Routemaster London bus and
the original MINI are also icons. Enzo
Ferrari reckoned the E-Type was too,
when he called it "the most beautiful
car ever made". Now Jaguar has finally
produced what is arguably one of the
most-anticipated cars of 2013.
So why has it taken Jaguar so long to
make a proper sports car since the last
E-Type in 1975? I recently asked Julian
Thomson, Jaguar’s Director of Advanced
Design, that question at the launch of
the F-Type in Pamplona, North East
Spain. “It’s been an intimidating car
to do in many ways. Expectations are
massively high. The design team have

tried to make that emotional connection
that Jaguar had with the C-Type, D-Type
and the E-Type,” he says.
However, the British have some real
heritage in this market and Jaguar even
more so than most. This reality shines
through in this two-seat sports car with
its choice of two engines — a 3.0-litre V6
or 5.0-litre V8, both with superchargers.
The range-topping V8S has a handy
364kW and 625Nm of torque to play with.
All S models get adaptive dampers and
a (very) active exhaust likely to annoy
distant neighbours, but delight petrolheads. Depress the bronze “start” button
on the dash and the howling burble
immediately telegraphs the driverfocused credentials of the car as the
supercharger spools up to speed. It

sounds Machiavellian as it spits, fizzes
and pops on the over-run, causing small
children to hide and three-abreast
cyclists to make some highly unflattering
hand gestures.
At R1,345,000, the V8 S may not be
considered a bargain, but it certainly
is great value for money. On a
240-kilometre blast over the serpentine,
undulating Spanish Pyrenees roads, the
V8 S proved to be a titan of a car, with 0
to 100km/h flashing up in 4.2 seconds on
the way to a restricted 298km/h at full
tilt.
Performance is dramatic across the
whole range. The entry-level R825,000
V6 offers some truly satisfying driving
dynamics set to rival that of Porsche’s
finest efforts. With 0 to 100km/h arriving

in just 5.1 seconds and, even quicker
still, coming in at 4.8 seconds, is the V6
S, priced at R945,000.
Inside the, cockpit flows around the
driver and the interface is intensely
tactile with a row of toggle switches
below the dials echoing the Jaguar
sports cars of the past. The F-Type oozes
showroom-floor appeal and is thoroughly
modern, with exquisitely detailed lines
worthy of its sports car bloodline.
So, did the F-Type manage recapture the
magic of the E-Type? Whether it will be
iconic or not will be the subject of much
chattering, but it’s definitely moved the
benchmark along for others to follow and
is a superb all-round package worthy of
all the hype.
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